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This article explores the relationship between vote sincerity and the time at which vote
decisions are finalized. It posits that a specific set of competitive circumstances are
necessary for insincere voting to occur, and that voters’ understanding of these circum-
stances can be influenced by exposure to information during a campaign. The article
introduces a new method of operationalizing a commonly overlooked type of insincere
voting: the protest voter. As defined here, protest voters express their political dissatis-
faction by supporting an uncompetitive non-traditional party that is not their first pref-
erence. Canadian Election Study data reveal that protest voters make up a small, but
noteworthy segment of the electorate and that insincere voters tend to make their vote
decisions relatively late.

� 2012 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
Traditional explanations of time-of-vote-decision
(TOVD) patterns assume that campaign deciders are rela-
tively uninterested and inattentive to political information
(Lazarsfeld et al., 1948; Campbell et al., 1960). This
assumption has been challenged in recent years, however,
with many scholars arguing that some campaign-period
deciders are as attentive as, or even more attentive than,
those individuals who know long before a campaign begins
who they are going to vote for (Chaffee and Choe, 1980;
Whitney and Goldman, 1985; Dalton, 2006). Indeed, there
is increasing evidence that campaigns and specific
campaign events can play an important role in the outcome
of elections (Johnston et al., 1992; Blais et al., 2003;
Fournier et al., 2004). It thus seems a safe assumption that
some (though likely not all) late deciders are factoring
information gathered during the campaign period into
their vote decisions.

But what type of information is important to these
voters? Existing work on TOVD tends to assume that indi-
viduals who postpone their vote decisions are interested in
. All rights reserved.
information specifically about parties, politicians and
policies (see Lazarsfeld et al., 1948; Holbrook, 1995;
Fournier et al., 2001). This information is factored into their
vote calculus and helps to determine which party is one’s
most preferred. A few scholars, however, have explored the
relationship between an individual’s perception of the
relative competitive positions of parties (i.e. how much of
a chance each party has of winning) and TOVD. Kirkpatrick
(1972) has found that some American voters delay their
vote decisions when they prefer one candidate but expect
another to win. This finding is compatible with cross-
pressure theory (see Lazarsfeld et al., 1948, 1954), which
posits that the existence of conflicting determinants of
behaviour can lead to avoidance of decision-making and
fluctuation of opinion, as well as cognitive balance theory
(Heider, 1946), which argues that incompatible affects and
cognitions can produce psychological tensions that lead to
a delay in TOVD. In their study of the Dutch electorate,
Irwin and Van Holsteyn (2008) have argued against over-
looking the possibility that some late deciders wait to
collect information not on parties, politicians or leaders,
but on how other voters are likely to behave. Some voters
make their decisions not only upon the basis of individual
preferences, but upon their competitive expectations.
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1 These values are calculated by comparing pre-election vote intention
to post-election vote recall, and represent the lowest possible values for
the percentage of voters who change their minds during the course of the
campaign. Because the CES employs a rolling cross-section design, and
many respondents are interviewed quite late in the campaign, some of
the respondents who list the same party for both interviews may have
actually changed their mind during the campaign, but prior to their
interview. Accordingly, these values are conservative estimates only.
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Expectations are important because they can cause an
individual to vote for a party that is not his or her genuine
first preference (if one’s goal is to affect an election’s
outcome) (Duverger, 1963).

This article’s first objective is to explore the TOVD
patterns of insincere voters (those voters who vote for
a party which is not their most preferred). It is argued here
that competitive expectations, as determined through
exposure to information during the course of a campaign,
can cause individuals to abandon their preferred party. As
information on the competitive prospects of parties is
widely available and frequently updated during the course
of an election campaign (Andersen, 2000), it stands to
reason that individuals who base their vote decisions upon
such factors will make their vote decisions during that
period. In contrast, voters who do not factor competitive
considerations into their vote decisions will not be influ-
enced by polling results, or any other source of information
about the competitive positions of parties that they may be
exposed to during the campaign period. Accordingly, the
fundamental expectation here is that insincere voters will
tend to make their vote decisions later than will sincere
voters.

Research on insincere voters, however, is largely
limited to the study of strategic (or tactical) voters (see
Black, 1978; Blais and Nadeau, 1996; Blais et al., 2001).
Usually overlooked is another type of insincere voter: the
protest voter. Protest voters, as defined here, express their
political dissatisfaction by supporting an uncompetitive
non-traditional party that is not their genuine first pref-
erence. That this group of individuals is relatively neglec-
ted by academics is surprising, given that citizens in most
industrialized countries are becoming increasingly cynical
about their governments and political systems, less
deferential to authority and more willing to express their
dissatisfaction through protest (Nevitte, 1996; Norris,
2011). Moreover, among the small volume of literature
that is devoted to the subject, it has been recognized that
protest voting could help to account for the rise and
persistence of minor parties in single member plurality
settings (Kang, 2004), thus helping to account for this
failure of Duverger’s (1963) law. Accordingly, the
secondary objective of this article is to outline a new
method of identifying protest voters using Canadian
Election Study (CES) Data.

Finally, this study contributes to the literature on
campaign effects. While scholars from the original
Columbia and Michigan schools contended that campaigns
have little impact upon election outcomes (Lazarsfeld
et al., 1948; Berelson et al., 1954; Buchanan, 1977), if
competitive considerations are shown to have an impact
upon TOVD, it would provide compelling evidence that, for
a particular subset of the population, the campaign is
having a significant impact upon voting decisions. Exam-
ining the relationship between vote sincerity and TOVD
may also provide insight into potential campaign strate-
gies. If insincere voters are indeed making their vote
choices during the campaign period, parties may wish to
make appeals specifically to these individuals. Parties that
hope to attract strategic votes may wish to make particular
rivals seem uncompetitive, and perhaps counter-
intuitively, those hoping to attract protest votes may
wish to make their own prospects for victory appear bleak.
Knowledge of the TOVD patterns of specific types of
individuals could be of significant practical value to
political actors.
1. TOVD and campaign effects

The opinions of scholars with respect to the impact that
campaigns have upon voters have evolved significantly in
past decades. Early voting studies (Lazarsfeld et al., 1948;
Berelson et al., 1954; Campbell et al., 1960) concluded that
campaigns are rarely able to overcome prejudices and
knowledge that voters might have at the start of the
campaign period. More recent work, however, has chal-
lenged this position. Jacobson (1983) and Bartels (1987)
have argued that campaigns are of significant importance
in American congressional races and presidential prima-
ries. Canadian authors (see Johnston et al., 1992; Blais
et al., 2003) have echoed this finding, concluding that,
under certain circumstances and for certain voters,
campaign events can have a significant impact upon vote
choices. Scholars now generally accept that, while
campaigns do not affect all voters, there is a noteworthy
segment of the population that is influenced during this
period.

The ‘minimal effects’ position is inconsistent with even
a basic analysis of CES data. Whereas Lazarsfeld et al. found
that only 8% of voters in the 1940 presidential election
switched their vote preference from one candidate to
another during the campaign, the corresponding values for
the 2006 and 2008 Canadian elections (those considered
here) are at least 13.7% and 13.2% respectively.1 Given that
the difference in vote shares between the first and second
place parties in both of these elections was roughly 6%,
these values can hardly be described as ‘minimal.’ While
the fact that so many voters change their minds during the
campaign period does not necessarily prove that they are
responding to campaign stimuli, these values do suggest
that the potential for campaign effects is substantial.

Recent work on the relationship between campaign
effects and TOVD also conflicts with the ‘minimal effects’
thesis. Fournier et al. (2004). show that campaign period
media coverage and leader debates have a measurable
impact upon the opinions of campaign deciders, and argue
that campaigns effects do indeed affect the stability of vote
choices during a campaign. Moreover, TOVD data are often
used as evidence of the presence of campaign effects
(Whitney and Goldman, 1985; Bowen, 1994; Gopoian and
Hadjiharalambous, 1994). Accordingly, the ‘minimal
effects’ position is rejected here; campaigns can, and do,
influence TOVD patterns.
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This article expands upon existing work on the rela-
tionship between campaign effects and TOVD by
exploring the extent to which an individual’s impression
of the competitive positions of parties influences the time
at which vote preferences are finalized. Competitive
expectations have been shown to be influenced by
objective contextual information and personal prefer-
ences (Blais and Bodet, 2006), and one type of objective
contextual information which voters are commonly
exposed to through the media is polling information. Polls
are conducted regularly prior to the start of campaigns,
and pre-campaign polls can inform the competitive
perceptions of voters (Fey, 1997). However, the media
have a strong motivation to conduct polls more frequently
during a campaign (Patterson, 1980), and can tend to focus
on ‘horse-race journalism’ as opposed to more substantive
issues during this period (Andersen, 2000).2 Campaigns
thus provide voters with an excellent opportunity to
update their expectations with respect to each party’s
chances of success (Blais et al., 2006; Johnston and
Vowles, 2006). Furthermore, the link between polls and
opinion has been established experimentally (Ceci and
Kain, 1982; Nadeau et al., 1993; Forsythe et al., 1993) and
using election study data (Blais et al., 2006). Those voters
who form or change their vote choice in light of campaign
period poll results are, by definition, considered relatively
late deciders.3 Thus the expectation here is that voters
who factor competitive expectations into their decisions
are more likely to than those who do not to have a late
TOVD.

The challenge with testing this contention, however,
is in identifying those specific voters who factor
competitive considerations into their decisions. This
article does so by focusing on two specific types of
individuals: strategic and protest voters. Both types of
voters, as operationalized here, factor competitive
circumstances into their voting decisions, although to
different effects. The former type of individual casts
a ballot for a party that is competitive, while the latter
votes for an uncompetitive party. Since competitive
circumstances have the potential to be dynamic, it
makes sense for individuals who wish to take this factor
into account to wait until the election is near before
making their choices. In contrast, those individuals who
do not base their vote decisions upon competitive
expectations have no such need to delay their TOVD.

2. Voter sincerity

Under certain circumstances, the competitive
dynamics of an election can prompt an individual to vote
for a party other than that which is his or her most
2 CES data suggest that most people are exposed to polls during the
campaign. 59% of pre-election respondents in the 2006 dataset claimed to
have seen a poll in the last week (the question was not asked in 2008).
This number would likely be higher if the question had asked about the
entire campaign period, rather than only the last week.

3 While polls are an obvious source of such information, they are not
the only one. It is not necessary for voters to be politically attentive or to
be exposed to poll results first hand to develop an opinion about the
viability of each party.
preferred – such a vote is commonly termed ‘insincere.’
The most studied form of insincere voting, at least in
countries with single member plurality electoral
systems, is strategic (or tactical) voting. A strategic vote
is a vote for a party or candidate that is not one’s
favourite, cast in the hope of affecting the outcome of an
election (Blais et al., 2001). More specifically, the goal of
a strategic voter is to prevent a party that is disliked from
winning. These voters recognize that their most
preferred party has little or no chance of victory, and
supports the party that has the best chance of defeating
their least preferred competitive option.4 The literature
on this subject is well established (see Black, 1978; Blais
and Nadeau, 1996; Blais et al., 2001, 2005; Merolla and
Stephenson, 2007 and Clarke et al., 2009 for some
noteworthy examples).

Voters not classified as strategic are generally assumed
to be ‘sincere’ by default (Blais et al., 2001, 2005;
Felsenthal and Brichta, 1985; Ballester and Rey-Biel, 2008).
If an individual is not voting strategically, it is presumed
that he or she is casting a ballot in support of the party
that, for whatever reason, is that person’s genuine first
preference. This assumption, however, overlooks the
possibility that there are voters who may be both non-
strategic and insincere. Failing to recognize and isolate
such voters as different from sincere voters adds noise or
bias to the study of sincere voters. It is thus argued here
that at least5 one other group of non-strategic voters
should be differentiated from sincere voters: protest
voters.

Protest voters have received relatively little attention
from scholars, and the conceptual and operational defini-
tions of the term are much less well-established and
consistent than they are for strategic voters. The most
obvious form of protest if one is politically dissatisfied is to
simply abstain from voting (see Kang, 2004, for a detailed
account of why individuals may choose either to abstain or
cast a protest vote). Spoiling one’s ballot can also be inter-
preted as a protest vote (according to Elections Canada,
0.6% and 0.7% of ballots were spoiled in 2006 and 2008
respectively). However, as the literature on voter turnout
is well established (Bingham Powell, 1986; Jackman, 1987;
Franklin, 2004), the goal here is to introduce the conceptual
and operational definitions of a very particular type of
protest voter – one who actually casts a ballot for
a candidate.

Bowler and Lanoue (1992), who examine strategic and
protest voting for the New Democratic Party (NDP) in the
1984 Canadian Federal Election, describe protest voters as
citizens who are expressing dissatisfaction with “current
economic and/or political circumstances” (491). Besides
4 In a three party system the third ranked party is, by definition, the
genuinely least preferred option. However, when more parties are
present the party that the strategic voter hopes to see lose may not be the
most disliked. It may simply be more disliked than the most favoured and
one other party (the party voted for).

5 It is possible that the same assumption is being made incorrectly here
as well (except with the inclusion of protest voters as an additional type
of non-sincere voters). It is possible that some other type of voter, not
discussed here, should also be considered insincere.



7 As mentioned above, there is little consistency in the literature with
respect to the way in which a ‘protest vote’ is operationalized. The defi-
nition introduced here represents a new approach, and the conclusions of
this article should be interpreted with this in mind. The term ‘insincere’
must similarly be interpreted narrowly, while keeping in mind the
established literature on the subject. Indeed, in a broader sense of the
term, it could be argued that there are sincere motives behind the deci-
sions of insincere voters (whether the motive is to prevent a disliked
party from winning or to express one’s dissatisfaction). Thus the focus
here should be upon the conceptual and operational definitions of these
terms, rather than nomenclature.

8 Ironically, whereas strategic voting is predicted by Duverger’s
(1963) law (which states that, under a single member plurality elec-
toral system, supporters of small parties will not ‘waste’ their votes by
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voting for the NDP, and believing that party to be
uncompetitive at the local level, Bowler and Lanoue’s
protest voter must either believe that the government has
had a negative effect on his or her own life or be generally
dissatisfied with the performance of the current govern-
ment. These last two factors, however, focus only upon
attitudes towards the incumbent party. Since the most
obvious vote option for an individual displeased with the
governing party is to vote for the opponent that has the
best chance of defeating that party, the link between
a protest vote and dissatisfaction with a single party seems
rather tenuous.

Accordingly, the position taken here is that, to be
classified as a protest voter, an individual must be
dissatisfied with politics and political parties more
generally. As Heath et al. (1985) describe the concept,
a protest vote is not simply a reaction to displeasure with
the governing party alone. Rather, protest voters cast
their ballots in response to perceived failures by the
“natural” (or traditional) parties (113). Van der Brug et al.
(2000) go even further and posit that protest voters have
a cynical attitude towards politics in general and are
dissatisfied with the political system as a whole. Protest
voters thus are seen as being repulsed from traditional
parties, rather than attracted to the non-traditional party
that they vote for. To be considered a protest voter here,
therefore, a sense of general political dissatisfaction is
required.

There also is the question of the motivation behind
a protest vote. Scholars generally agree that the goal of
protest voters is to express their dissatisfaction, rather
than to influence the outcome of an election. Kselman
and Niou (2011) posit that protest votes can be meant
as a signal of dissatisfaction towards one’s most preferred
party in order to see downstream changes within the
party, while Carter and Guerette (1992) describe protest
voting as a type of “expressive voting.” The theory of
expressive voting, developed by Brennan and Buchanan
(1984), states that voters not only have a preference for
realizing one outcome over another, but they also have
preferences for expressing support for one outcome over
anotherdthese two goals do not always result in a vote
for the same party or candidate. For instance, a candidate
from Party X may have experienced some recent scandal,
and while the voter still wants Party X to win, he or she
may vote for Party Y to express disapproval of the
scandal.6 To Carter and Guerette (1992), therefore, protest
voters do not actually want the party they vote for to win.
Rather, the motivation for casting a protest vote is to
make a statement of political dissatisfaction. Regardless
of the intended target of this statement, however, the aim
6 Brennan and Buchanan (1984) go so far as to state that, since the
chances of a single vote determining the outcome of an election are so
small, it is unreasonable for voters to cast preferential rather than
expressive votes. In other words, they posit that the goal of all voters
should be to send a message through a vote, rather than attempt to
influence the outcome of an election. While the mere existence of sincere
voters proves that many voters reject this approach, it is accepted here
that there will be at least some voters who will cast an expressive, rather
than a preferential, vote.
of protest voters is not to influence an election’s outcome.
In contrast to strategic voters, protest voters are not
motivated by the desire to see the party they vote for
emerge victorious, and because they do not actually wish
to influence an election’s outcome, they will only support
parties which are uncompetitive (Bowler and Lanoue,
1992 only consider votes for the NDP to be protest votes
if the party was not competitive at the district level).
Protest votes are cast in order to send a message to a
traditional party or parties, not to elect a non-traditional
party.

A protest voter thus is defined here7 as a politically
dissatisfied individual who votes for an uncompetitive non-
traditional party that is not his or her most preferred
option.8 The requirement that such voters be politically
dissatisfied stems fromHeath et al. (1985) and Van der Brug
et al. (2000) ’s assertion that protest voters are unhappy
with traditional parties or politics more generally, and the
stipulation that these voters support an uncompetitive and
non-traditional party is borrowed from Bowler and Lanoue
(1992). Because protest voters support a party other than
that which is their most preferred, they are vital to an
examination of the relationship between TOVD and vote
sincerity.

For both strategic and protest voters, therefore,
specific (albeit different) competitive scenarios are
a necessary condition for casting an insincere ballot.
Strategic voters would not see a need to vote strategically
if they believe their most preferred party is competitive,
and protest voters would not risk voting for a non-
traditional party if they think that the target of their
vote has a chance of victory.9 As information on the each
party’s competitive prospects is widely available and
frequently updated during a campaign, both strategic and
protest voters can be expected to be campaign period
deciders.
voting for their most preferred party if it has little chance of winning),
protest voting is perhaps the strongest contradiction to this theory.
These voters are not only voting for a party that is not their favourite,
they are doing so precisely because that party has no chance of
winning.

9 Subjective rather than objective measures of competitiveness are
used here. Whereas Bowler and Lanoue (1992) base their determinations
of competitiveness upon (objective) election results, it is argued here that
it is the subjective perception of voters that will cause them to vote
insincerely. As such, some voters may cast strategic votes for parties
which actually are uncompetitive, and protest votes may be cast for
parties that are, in reality, competitive.



12 Respondents who vote for a party other than the Liberals, Conser-
vatives, NDP or Greens are removed as these are the only parties where
questions about parties, leaders and local candidates are asked. The 2006
CES does not include questions about rating the Green Party or leader
(information on the local candidate is available). Those who claim to
prefer the Green Party to the party voted for are assumed to be telling the
truth and are not removed from the pool of strategic voters at this stage
in the process. While this has the potential to inflate slightly the esti-
mated rate of strategic voting in 2006, no individuals classified as stra-
tegic voters voted for the Greens in this year, and fewer than 14% of
respondents who claim not to have voted for their most preferred party
stated that the Greens were actually their favourite. Accordingly, the
impact of these missing questions is minimal.
13 Klingemann and Wessels (2002) delineate three types of sincere
voting: sincere party voting (where the party is the voter’s most
preferred), sincere candidate voting (where the candidate is the most
preferred) and sincere policy voting (where the voter supports the
policies of a party). The method adopted here is based upon that of Blais
et al. (2005), which only takes parties, leaders and local candidates into
account. The inclusion of additional factors such as policy preferences
would make the operational definition of a strategic vote less restrictive,
as individuals would be classified as strategic simply for having as few as
one factor which aligns with the party which they claim to be their
favourite. In theory, if enough factors are considered in this manner, all
of those individuals who report not voting for their favourite party could
be classified as strategic voters. As such, following Blais et al., the
decision was made here to limit this analysis parties, leaders and local
candidates.
14 It could be argued that a vote should not be considered strategic if
they party voted for is ranked higher than is the ‘favourite’ party with
respect to one of these factors. For instance, if a respondent claims to have
not voted for a party other than that which is his or her most preferred,
but has a preference for the local candidate of the party voted for, it is
conceivable that he or she is voting on the basis of evaluations of local
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This is not to say, however, that sincere voters do not
factor competitive considerations into their vote deci-
sions. Indeed, many people who vote for their most
preferred party, when that party is competitive, may not
do so if the party were not in a position to win. As such,
there almost certainly are a number of voters classified
here as ‘sincere’ who might be strategic voters under
different circumstances.10 If individuals who take
competitive expectations into account do indeed tend to
have a late TOVD, then the same might also be expected of
these potentially insincere voters. While it is impossible to
identify such individuals without either experimentation
or more detailed survey data, this problem is not fatal to
this study. If those voters who factor competitive
considerations into their decisions do indeed have
a delayed TOVD, the categorization of these individuals as
sincere would simply bias estimates for the ‘sincere’
group towards a later TOVD. Bias of this type actually
serves to enhance the validity of any observed differences
in the TOVD patterns of sincere and insincere voters.
Before the relationship between TOVD and vote sincerity
can be examined, however, it is important to outline the
method by which CES respondents are classified as either
sincere or insincere.

3. Data and methodology

Individuals are categorized here as either strategic,
protest or sincere voters; strategic and protest voters are
identified, and all other respondents are assumed to be
sincere voters. These three categories are mutually exclu-
sive and collectively exhaustive. Strategic voters are iden-
tified using the “direct” method laid out by Blais et al.
(2005) and protest voters are singled out in accordance
with the definition above. Data from the 2006 and 2008
Canadian federal elections are evaluated individually (due
to slight differences in question format) before being
combined into a single dataset in order to increase sample
size. All CES questions used in the analysis below are listed
in Appendix I.

Strategic voters must meet a series of criteria. First,
they have to report voting for a party that is not their
favourite, as determined though a single post-election
question.11 Respondents who claim not to have voted for
their most preferred party are presented with a follow up
10 There is no such concern with protest voters. Provided that a voter
believes that at least one candidate who does not represent a traditional
party is uncompetitive in his or her riding, that person has a potential
outlet for a protest vote.
11 The question is “Was [the party voted for] the party you liked the
most?” Some existing estimates of strategic voting rates do not take this
question into consideration, and instead rely upon party feeling ther-
mometers to determine a voter’s ranked preferences (see Blais and
Nadeau, 1996 for an example). However, the link between this question
and feeling thermometer responses arguably is quite weak. Among those
individuals who voted for a party that was not their favourite, 27.7% gave
a higher feeling thermometer rating to the party voted for than to any
other party. Conversely, among those individuals who claim to have voted
for their favourite party, 9.7% gave a lower thermometer rating to the
party voted for than for at least one other party. This illustrates just how
sensitive the process of identifying strategic voters is to variations in
method.
question which asks them to name their favourite party.
An individual is only classified as strategic if he or she
assigns a higher party or leader rating to the ‘favourite’
party than the party voted for, or if he or she claims to
have a particular fondness for the local candidate repre-
senting the favourite party12 It must be confirmed that the
party listed by the respondent as his or her favourite is
indeed favoured in at least one of these senses13 before it
can be established that the most preferred party is being
abandoned.14 Competitive expectations also play an
important part in the identification of strategic voters. To
be classified as a strategic voter, the party one votes for
must have a better chance of winning15 than the favoured
party,16 and some other party must have a chance of
candidates. However, the assumption made here is that the consider-
ations which are factored into vote choices differ from those used to
determine responses to the ‘which party was your favourite’ question.
Responses to this question presumably are based upon evaluations of
parties, leaders, and local candidates (among other things). Vote choice is
based upon these same attitudes, but also additional factors such as
strategic considerations. This assumption is compatible with Blais et al.’s
(2005) approach, which removes cases from the pool of potential stra-
tegic voters if respondents do not rate the ‘favourite’ party the highest in
some respect, but cases are not removed if the party voted for is rated
highest in some respect.
15 Blais et al. (2001) have shown that it is perceptions of competitive-
ness at the local, rather than national level that influence strategic voters.
16 The questions used to gauge competitive perceptions differ slightly
for the two elections. In 2008 individuals are only able to list two parties
as competitive, while in 2006 individuals are given the chance to identify
as many as three parties that may have a chance of winning in their
riding. In 2006 the favourite party is not considered competitive if it is
not listed as the first or second most competitive party.
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winning17 (the assumption here is that this other party is
the one that the voter does not want to win the election).

The method of identifying protest voters introduced
here differs in important ways from the approach of
Bowler and Lanoue (1992). To those authors, protest voters
must either hold the government responsible for any
deterioration in personal economic circumstances or be
strongly dissatisfied with the performance of the current
government. However, this approach only taps into
sentiment towards the governing party. Protest voters, as
defined here, are politically disaffecteddthey are unsatis-
fied with Canadian democracy and its politicians and
political parties in general, not only the governing party.
Accordingly, respondents must score above the midway
point18 on a general political dissatisfaction index in order
to be classified as protest voters.19 Additionally, and
following Bowler and Lanoue, a protest vote must be cast
for a non-traditional party. Individuals who are dissatisfied
and who wish to send some sort of message of protest
through their vote are not likely to do so by voting for the
Liberal or Conservative Parties.

Protest voters want to show their discontent with the
political elite by voting for a party that is a relative outcast in
the political arena. Accordingly, protest voters must there-
fore vote either for the Green Party or the NDP. The Green
Party had never won a seat in the House of Commons
leading up to these elections, and thus are an ideal choice for
protest votes. While the NDP had a sizable presence in the
House of Commons (the Party had a seat share of roughly
10% in 2006 and 2008), and has governed several provinces,
few CES respondents saw it as national contender at the
federal level (prior to the 2011 election, the Party had never
placed higher than third in vote or seat share). Accordingly,
and in agreement with Bowler and Lanoue, the NDP are
considered here to be a valid target for protest votes.
17 Individuals who believe that only one party has a chance of victory
cannot be strategic voters. A strategic vote is motivated by the intention
of affecting the outcome of an election (Blais et al., 2001), and if an
individual believes that only one party has a chance of victory this person
cannot believe that his or her vote will affect the outcome. An important
part of strategic voting is the desire to avoid wasting one’s vote for a party
or candidate that has no chance of winning (Alvarez and Nagler, 2000).
18 In addition to meeting several other criteria, a score above the atti-
tudinally neutral point of the index (0.5) is required for respondents to
qualify as a protest voter (54% of cases meet this requirement). The
aggregation of these three attitudinal measures produces index values of
greater than 0.5 when, on balance, a respondent is dissatisfied.
19 Dissatisfaction scores are based upon an index which considers
questions about one’s level of satisfaction with democracy, the extent to
which one believes that all parties are the same, and the trustworthiness
of politicians. The first question asks directly about respondents’ level of
satisfaction with democracy, so it is an obvious factor to include in
a dissatisfaction index. However, the question taps into sentiment
towards Canadian democracy as a whole, and responses to this question
could be partially indicative of dissatisfaction towards institutions that
are not directly related to elections, such as the (unelected) Senate or the
Supreme Court. The second and third questions are included because
they are reflective of attitudes towards parties and politicians in partic-
ular. As it is parties and politicians who are the potential recipients of
votes, it makes sense to include measures of attitudes towards these
actors when evaluating protest voting. Factor analysis reveals that the
three questions that make up the index reduce to a single factor, and all
variables produce strong factor loadings (ranging from 0.61 to 0.75).
Finally, it must be stressed that other minor parties also
may be the recipients of protest voters. Unfortunately,
however, as the CES does not contain leader or party feeling
thermometer questions for all minor parties, the sincerity
of ballots cast for such parties cannot be evaluated. As it is
likely that a sizable share of minor party support comes
from protest votes, the rate of protest voting calculated
below is almost certainly underestimated.

In addition to voting for either the Greens or NDP, the
party voted for cannot be the protest voter’s most
preferred.20 The party cannot receive the highest score
with respect to party, leadership or local candidate evalu-
ations. This fits with the requirement that protest voters do
not actually want the party that they vote for to win; they
vote not to have a decisive impact upon the election but to
send a message of protest. Accordingly, in contrast to their
strategic counterparts, protest voters believe that the party
they vote for has no chance of winning (for both strategic
and protest voters, the focus is upon riding-level rather
than national-level competitive expectations).21

The relationship between vote sincerity and TOVD, this
study’s dependent variable, is evaluated through two
multinomial logistic regression models. Voters are classi-
fied as either election-day deciders, campaign deciders
(excluding election-day) or pre-campaign deciders. This
information is determined through a single post-election
CES question (individuals are asked when they made
their vote decisions). Cases with invalid TOVD responses
are identified and removed according to Fournier et al.
(2001) method. In addition to vote sincerity, several other
variables are included as controls in the models below.
Gender, age, partisanship, levels of political interest, polit-
ical attentiveness and voter ambivalence are known to have
a relationship to TOVD (Kenski, 2007; Fournier et al., 2001;
Chaffee and Choe, 1980; Campbell et al., 1960; Berelson
et al., 1954; Fournier, 2005).

One final test is conducted to examine the robustness of
any observed relationship between vote sincerity and
TOVD. The operational definitions of strategic and protest
20 Unlike when classifying strategic voters, the “was the party voted for
your favourite” question is not used to indentify protest voters. A dissat-
isfied voter might conceivably interpret this question very differently than
would a strategic voter. The former would likely interpret this question in
a manner that does not necessarily require a positive attraction towards
any party. Indeed, someone dissatisfied with political parties in general
(one of themeasures used to create the dissatisfaction index)may respond
to this question by listing the party that he or she dislikes the least.This
distinction is important - whereas strategic voters would cast a ballot for
their most preferred party if that party was competitive, the attraction of
a protest voter’s genuine first preference is not strong enough to cause that
person to vote for that party even if that party were competitive. Accord-
ingly, party and leader feeling thermometers, as well as evaluations of the
local candidates are used to determine if the party voted for is an indi-
vidual’s genuine first preference in any of these respects.
21 Perhaps unsurprisingly, insincere voters assign lower ratings to their
most preferred party than do sincere voters. Among the sample consid-
ered below, the average rating of respondents’ most preferred party (on
a scale from 0 to 100) is 72.5 for sincere voters, 63.5 for strategic voters
and 57.2 for protest voters. The differences between sincere and both
types of insincere voters are significant at the 99% level, though the
difference between strategic and protest voters is not of statistical
significance (p ¼ 0.13). Having less intense feelings towards one’s most
preferred party thus appears to make insincere voting more likely.



Table 1
Correlates of TOVD – marginal effects.

Pre-campaign Campaign Election day

Strategic vote Base ¼ sincere vote �0.21 (0.06)c �0.19 (0.06)c 0.15 (0.05)c 0.13 (0.05)b 0.06 (0.03)b 0.06 (0.03)b

Protest vote �0.53 (0.17)c �0.39 (0.17)b 0.40 (0.14)c 0.31 (0.14)b 0.13 (0.05)c 0.08 (0.05)a

Gender Female ¼ 1 �0.07 (0.03)b �0.06 (0.03)b 0.05 (0.03)a 0.04 (0.03) 0.02 (0.02) 0.01 (0.02)
Age 0.08 (0.03)c 0.07 (0.03)b �0.06 (0.03)b �0.05 (0.03)a �0.02 (0.02) �0.02 (0.02)
Partisan 0.21 (0.04)c 0.19 (0.03)c �0.13 (0.03)c �0.12 (0.03)c �0.08 (0.02)c �0.07 (0.02)c

Interest �0.01 (0.05) �0.02 (0.05) 0.03 (0.05) 0.04 (0.05) �0.03 (0.02) �0.03 (0.02)
Attention �0.07 (0.05) �0.07 (0.05) 0.14 (0.05)c 0.14 (0.05)c �0.07 (0.02)c �0.07 (0.02)c

Ambivalence �0.12 (0.03)c �0.12 (0.03)c 0.07 (0.03)c 0.07 (0.03)c 0.05 (0.02)c 0.05 (0.02)c

Competitive Base ¼ Uncompetitive 0.02 (0.04) 0.01 (0.04) �0.03 (0.02)
Unknown 0.16 (0.09)a �0.13 (0.09) �0.03 (0.05)
Liberal vote Base ¼ Conservative vote �0.09 (0.03)c 0.06 (0.03)a 0.03 (0.02)
NDP vote �0.20 (0.03)c 0.15 (0.03)c 0.05 (0.02)b

Green vote �0.22 (0.05)c 0.17 (0.06)c 0.06 (0.03)a

Entries report marginal effects and standard errors (in parentheses).
a: p < 0.10, b: p < 0.05, c: p < 0.01.
N ¼ 1191 for both models.
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votes are based upon a number of disparate factors, and it is
conceivable that results which indicate a relationship
between vote sincerity and TOVD may be due to some
spurious factor included in these definitions. Two addi-
tional variables are thus considered to take this possibility
into account.22 First, if competitive expectations do indeed
prompt insincere voters to delay their TOVD in order to
collect more information on the competitiveness of each
party, this factor should be controlled for. Since strategic
voters support competitive parties and protest voters
support uncompetitive ones, any pattern with respect to
this variable could bias results significantly. Accordingly,
individuals are classified on the basis whether or not they
believe the party voted for is competitive at the local level
(a third option for this variable is not knowing if the party is
competitive). Second, the specific party that one votes for
may also conceivably have an impact upon the observed
relationship between TOVD and vote sincerity. The Liberal
Party received almost twice as many strategic votes as any
other party, while protest votes, by definition, can only be
cast for the NDP or the Green Party. Bandwagon, underdog,
or other campaign effects may lead to differences in the
TOVD patterns of parties. Vote choice is thus included
below as a control.23

Finally, only cases from outside Quebec are considered,
as it is difficult to determine whether support for the Bloc
Quebecois can be construed as protest votes. While the
Party only runs candidates in Quebec (and thus cannot
form a majority government), it did win a majority of seats
in that province in every election from 1993 to 2008.
Compelling arguments could be made, therefore, in favour
of classifying the party as either a protest or mainstream
22 Since these factors form part of the operational definitions of stra-
tegic and protest voters, including them introduces some minor multi-
collinearity to the model below. While this inflates the standard errors of
the strategic and protest voting coefficient estimates, even high levels of
multicollinearity leave estimates unbiased (Fox, 1991).
23 While there is no obvious theoretical reason to expect dissatisfied
voters (which all protest voters are) to have an early or late TOVD, it turns
out that such voters do tend to have a later TOVD than the sample as
a whole. However, when a dissatisfaction variable is included in the
model below the relationship between vote sincerity and TOVD changes
insignificantly.
party. To avoid this complication, only data from outside
Quebec are considered below.

4. Results

According to the operational definitions outlined above,
rates of strategic voting are estimated to be 5.6% and 4.5% in
2006 and 2008 respectively, while the rate of protest voting
in both elections was 1.9%. In addition to showing that
insincere voters make up a noteworthy segment of the
population, these results shed some light into the impact
that insincere voting has upon party support, especially the
support of smaller parties who are typically seen as victims
of insincere voting. While the Greens and NDP lost the
support of many strategic voters, both parties received
enough protest votes to significantly offset these losses. In
2008, for instance, the NDP recovered 31% of the strategic
votes it lost from protest voting, while for the Green Party
this number is 78%. Ignoring protest voters, therefore, fails
to account properly for the relationship between voter
sincerity and party support.

The TOVD/vote sincerity relationship is evaluated
through two multinomial logistic regression models.
Table 1 shows the marginal effects of each explanatory
variable on the probability of having a particular TOVD.
Results are shown for a basic model, containing only vote
sincerity and the first group of control variables discussed
above (those known to influence TOVD), and a larger model
which includes competitive expectations and party choice
(to ensure that these factors are not spurious causes of any
observed relationship between vote sincerity and TOVD).
Note that sincere voters are the base category for the
strategic and protest voter variables, and that all control
variables are coded as dummies to simplify the interpre-
tation of marginal effects.24 Data from 2006 to 2008 have
24 The age variable compares individuals who are 50 or older at the time
of the election to those under 50. For the interest and attention variables
a score of 1 is assigned to those individuals who respond with values of 5
or greater (on a scale of 0–10) for the respective interest and attention
survey questions. Individuals are considered ambivalent if they claim that
they have “mixed” feelings towards their most preferred party, while
those who have “all positive” or “mostly positive” feelings towards that
party are assigned a score of 0 for this variable.
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Fig. 1. Predicted Distribution of TOVD. Note: the statistical significance of differences between TOVD patterns can be inferred from results in Table 1.
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been pooled to evaluate the relationship between vote
sincerity and TOVD. Since the 2006 and 2008 datasets are
part of a panel study, some respondents participated in the
CES for both elections. Only data from 2008 are considered
for such individuals.25

The results in Table 1 support the expectation that
insincere voters tend to have a later TOVD than do their
sincere counterparts. The marginal effects on the proba-
bility (P) of having a pre-campaign TOVD are negative and
statistically significant for strategic and protest voters
(relative to sincere voters), for both the small and large
models. Even when competitive considerations and party
25 Strategic and protest voters, respectively, make up 6.3% and 1.7% of
the pooled dataset. The process of identifying protest voters eliminates
more cases than does that used to identify strategic voters (more CES
questions are required in the former process and cases with even a single
empty response are omitted), so the percentage of strategic voters is
slightly inflated, and the percentage of protest voters is deflated here in
comparison to the values listed above. However, since the aim here is to
evaluate the relationship between TOVD and voter sincerity, the pooled
sample need not necessarily be representative of the population.
choice are taken into account in the larger model, P(pre-
campaign TOVD j sincere vote) is 0.19 higher than is P(pre-
campaign TOVD j strategic vote), and 0.39 higher than
P(pre-campaign TOVD j protest vote). Campaign period and
election-day TOVD results are similarly compatible with
expectations. A campaign period TOVD is much more likely
if one is a strategic or protest voter than if one casts
a sincere ballot, for both models. Again, the difference
between protest and sincere voters is particularly acute (P
increases by 0.31 for protest voters, and 0.13 for strategic
voters in the large model). Finally, the probability of having
an election-day TOVD is higher for strategic than sincere
voters in both models (P increases by 0.06 in both
instances), while the protest voter results are significant at
the 99% level in the small model, and at 90% for the large
model.

These results above provide compelling evidence of
a relationship between vote sincerity and TOVD. The
slightly weaker results for the election-day portions of
Table 1 could partially be explained by the fact that the
behaviour of election-day deciders is, as described by
Gopoian and Hadjiharalambous (1994), “nearly random in



27 The party choice results reveal an interesting pattern. Conservative
voters (the base in Table 1 and the party that won both the 2006 and
2008 elections) are more likely than supporters of any other party to have
a pre-campaign TOVD d the difference when comparing the campaign
and pre-campaign period is statistically significant for all parties.
Conversely, supporters of the Green Party and the NDP are least likely to
make up their minds before the campaign begins (while there is no
statistically significant difference between these two parties in this
regard, they do differ at the 95% confidence level from all other parties).
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character” (55). The vote choices of these individuals are
less predictable than are the decisions of earlier deciders
(based upon the standard correlates of vote choice, such as
party or candidate evaluations). If this group of voters is not
making the same type of rational calculations as do those
individuals who decide earlier in the campaign period, it is
not necessarily surprising that the relationship between
vote sincerity and TOVD is less clear for this group than it is
for earlier deciders. Nevertheless, there are relatively few
election-day deciders (this groupmakes up less than 10% of
the electorate), and the extremely strong results observed
for the pre-campaign and campaign periods lead to the
conclusion that there is indeed a robust relationship
between TOVD and vote sincerity. Insincere voters are
much less likely to be early deciders than are their sincere
counterparts.

In addition to presenting marginal effect results, and to
provide some context to the results from Table 1, the pre-
dicted probability of having a pre-campaign, campaign and
election-day TOVD was estimated using postestimation for
each variable considered above using the large model
in Table 1. For each line in Fig. 1, the variable under exam-
ination was set to its maximum value,26 while all other
variables are left unchanged. These results provide an
intuitive method to quickly compare the influence of each
factor considered here upon TOVD.

The above results reveal a conspicuous difference
between sincere and insincere voters. A sizable majority
(58.9%) of sincere voters are expected to have a pre-
campaign TOVD. In contrast, rates of pre-campaign
deciding for strategic and protest voters are 38.9% and
21.3% respectively. Protest voting is the least likely of any
factor considered in Fig.1 to lead to an early TOVD, followed
by strategic voting. Insincere voters also are much more
likely than their sincere counterparts to have a late TOVD.
Fewer than 9% of sincere voters are predicted to make up
their minds on election-day, while this value for strategic
and protest voters is 15.1% and 16.5% respectively. The
existence of the relationship between vote sincerity and
TOVD thus appears clear; insincere voters are indeed much
more likely to have a late TOVD than are their sincere
counterparts.

The addition of control variables, most of which act as
anticipated, further strengthens the case that there exists
a relationship between TOVD and voters sincerity.
Gender, age and partisanship all exhibit the expected
relationship with TOVD (although the coefficients
comparing election-day to the campaign period are not
all significant for these variables). While the interest
variable does not produce strong results, attention to
politics reveals a statistically significant, though non-
monotonic relationship with TOVD (campaign-period
deciders are more attentive than both pre-campaign and
election-day deciders). Ambivalence also is strongly
related to a late TOVD (this variable is statistically
significant at the 99% confidence level in all instances).
Finally, while competitive considerations do not seem to
26 Corresponding variables are set to zero. For example, when evalu-
ating sincere voters, the strategic and protest variables are set to 0.
have a strong independent effect upon TOVD, TOVD
patterns do vary significantly by party.27 The fact that the
relationship between TOVD and vote sincerity is robust
enough to withstand the addition of these variables
provides solid support for the argument that this rela-
tionship is genuine.
5. Conclusion

This article has shed light upon two understudied
topics: protest voting and the relationship between vote
sincerity, competitive expectations and the time at which
vote decisions are finalized. Largely overlooked, protest
voters have been found to make up a noteworthy segment
of the Canadian population. Estimated rates of protest
voting were almost 2% for both 2006 and 2008, and this
value would no doubt climb if the CES allowed for evalu-
ation of the sincerity of those individuals who vote for
other minor parties. The above results also reveal note-
worthy differences between the TOVD patterns of sincere
and insincere voters, thus providing insight into the extent
to which campaign effects may be able to persuade voters
to act in a manner which belies their genuine preferences.
It is clear, therefore, that protest voters warrant further
academic attention; studies of voter sincerity should avoid
simply categorizing non-strategic voters as sincere by
default. Rates of protest voting have been found to be
considerable, and, at least with respect to TOVD patterns,
these voters have been shown to behave very different
from sincere voters.

While the relationship between vote sincerity and
TOVD has been clearly established, further work is
required to map out this relationship in greater detail. It
stands to reason that those individuals who factor
competitive circumstances into their vote decisions may
delay their decisions, and the results above are compatible
with this contention. However, while strategic and protest
voters factor competitive expectations into their vote
decisions, the above results say little about the effect that
competitive perceptions have upon TOVD for sincere
voters. The TOVD patterns of individuals who vote for
competitive parties do not differ significantly from either
those individuals who vote for uncompetitive parties or
those who are unaware of the competitive circumstances
of the party they vote for. As noted earlier, sincere voters
may or may not take competitive expectations into
account when making their decisions. Further research is
This finding may reflect the fact that these parties are the beneficiaries of
protest votes. The fact that Liberal voters are less likely to have a pre-
campaign TOVD than are Conservative voters may be partially due to
the fact that the Liberals received nearly three times as many strategic
votes as did the Conservatives (61% versus 21% of the strategic votes cast).
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needed to determine under what circumstances compet-
itive expectations are factored into the decision making
calculus of sincere voters. More research also is required
to explore the relationship between changes in competi-
tive evaluations and changes in vote preferences. A time
series analysis of this nature could investigate with more
precision the causal relationship between competitive
evaluations and vote sincerity. It could also help to
distinguish those sincere voters who are potential stra-
tegic voters from those who would not defect even if their
most preferred party were uncompetitive.

In addition to the observation that voter sincerity is
indeed correlated with a late TOVD, an examination of
patterns of preference formation and stability can offer
insight into the effects of campaigns upon insincere
voters. CES respondents are asked during the campaign
period which party they plan to vote for, or if they have
yet to make their decision. Only 15.2% of sincere voters
reported being undecided at this point, while the corre-
sponding value for insincere voters is 42.6%. Among those
who did express a vote intention in the pre-election
questionnaire, 9.6% of sincere voters reported voting for
a different party when interviewed after the election,
whereas this value is 34.0% for insincere voters (for both
comparisons differences are significant at the 99% level).
Thus not only are insincere voters less likely to have a vote
preference when first interviewed, but they are also much
more likely to change their preferences during the
campaign.

These patterns suggest that insincere voters may be
particularly susceptible to campaign effects. Changes in
competitive circumstances, appeals from politicians with
respect to strategic voting and campaign period events that
might cause voters to become politically dissatisfied
(perhaps negative advertising or some sort of scandal) have
the potential to significantly influence TOVD patterns, rates
of insincere voting and thus aggregate level election results.
While future research is required to determine the extent
to which this potential is actually met, this article’s findings
suggest that the study of the relationship between
campaign effects and vote sincerity deserves more schol-
arly attention than it currently receives.
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Appendix 1. CES questions

Time of vote decision: Which party did you vote for?
When did you decide that you were going to vote for ___?
Which party do you think you will vote for?

Strategic Voting:Was [the party voted for] the party you
liked the most? Which party did you like the most? Party
thermometer scores. Leader thermometer scores. Was
there a local candidate you particularly liked? In your local
riding, which party has the best chance of winning? After
___ (response to previous question), does any other party
have a chance of winning? 2006 only: Does any other party
have a chance of winning?

Protest Voting: Dissatisfaction index: How satisfied are
you with the way democracy works in Canada? Do you
agree or disagree with the following statements: All federal
parties are basically the same, there really isn’t a choice,
and Politicians are ready to lie to get elected.

Other questions: Party thermometer scores. Leader
thermometer scores. Was there a local candidate you
particularly liked?

Control Variables: Gender, age (greater than or less than
50), partisanship, how interested are you in this federal
election? how much attention do you pay to TV, news-
paper, radio, the internet? (the highest score from these
media is used), are your feelings about (the party the
person voted for) all positive, mostly positive or mixed?
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